Managed Detection
& Response
Dominate Your Security
Response 24/7/365

The Challenge
Security teams are often under-resourced and overwhelmed with detecting,
managing, and remediating every potential threat.
Gartner predicts that more than 50% of organizations will be using MDR
services by 2025 because it is the best way to expand your current capabilities.

The Solution
Simplify your cybersecurity response. Whether you need to supplement your
existing team for off-business hours coverage or need a full-time SOC team –
we have you covered. Here's how Cybraics’ MDR solution helps you dominate
detection and response:

76%
of attacks happen
outside of working
hours

24/7/365 monitoring by our
expert SOC Team

Respond To Real Threats, Not Random Alerts
Cybraics’ MDR solution is better because it is built on correlated, consolidated,
and prioritized cases, not random alerts. If your MDR service is busy chasing
false positives that litter your current cybersecurity tools, that doesn’t help you
improve security.

Deploy today, see dramatically

Our award-winning nLighten platform utilizes 250+ machine learning and A.I.based behavioral analytics that reduce false positives by 95% and deliver
actionable cases that are a 97% reduction from typical SIEM alerts.

Comprehensive alert evaluation

improved security by tomorrow

and analysis to create appropriate
cases as needed

Get a 24x7x365 “Eyes on Glass” SOC Team
Our expert SOC team brings hundreds of years of combined expertise from the
most sophisticated government and private sector environments to your side.
Be confident that our advanced behavioral analytics platform automates 96% of
cases, and our SOC team covers the rest. We have “eyes on glass” to review
alerts that would otherwise slip through the cracks between SIEM, SOAR, EDR,
XDR, and UEBA tools.

Increase operational efficiency
with a 97% reduction from typical
SIEM alerts

Dramatically Enhance Your Security Operations
24x7x365 SOC monitoring of your security alerts within the nLighten
platform
Rapid detection, investigation, and analysis of indicators of compromise to
evaluate the threat level
Direct call within 30 minutes of any critical case creation
Proactive, detailed case explanations and recommended incident response
actions
You retain full access to the nLighten platform, and all logs, alerts, and
reports
Assistance with additional research and action steps, as required
Customized, periodic case report summaries
Quarterly security status reviews to evaluate severe cases, hygiene items,
and other unique alerts.

Cybraics' managed
detection and
response offering has
been fantastic for us.
Now we have 24/7
coverage that we
know we can trust to
keep an eye out for
threats,
and their SOC team
provides outstanding
incident response
guidance.

– Mark Smith, Information
Technology Manager,
Ascendant Insurance
Solutions

Cybraics.com
2400 East Commercial Blvd.
Suite 215, Ft Lauderdale, FL
33308

Cybraics was developed out of a long-term, award-winning machine learning and AI research
program designed to support the U.S. Department of Defense. With the rigorous demands of
national defense as our foundation, we’ve continued to improve and evolve our nLighten™
platform to be the world’s only fully autonomous SIEM and MDR solution, with proven success
across industries like energy and entertainment, finance to healthcare, government to education
and more.

See Cybraics nLighten in action with a personalized demo or give us a call at (844) 283-0458.

